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USD 216 has received two new important faces in the building and on the football field. 

Both high school and middle school football teams are looking at a bright future with these two 
men leading the way. 

 
Coach Robert Cox comes to us from a small town called Courtland, Kansas. When he 

first applied here for a job the spot was already filled, but 
with the Chericos leaving, a new spot opened for him. 
Coach Cox has big intentions with the football team this 
year. As the new high school head coach, he is putting 
the team to work so they can potentially go to the playoffs 
and win the championship. Coach believes that his 
relationship with the team is close because of being in a 
small town and always seeing them in class as well in the 
halls helps keep the bond strong. As a member of the 
football team myself, I know that the attitude Coach brings to practice really pumps us up. He 
gives us the mindset that we will make it to the big games and win it all.  
 

Coach Adam Leroux is from Kingman, Kansas which is a little bigger than Deerfield. 
Coach Leroux was finishing up his senior year in KU before the Covid-19 outbreak sent 

everyone home to quarantine. Coach said, “I took the 
weekend off of work and came home to see my mom 
and ended up having to stay 2 and a half months.” He 
then looked online to start applying for jobs and ended 
up applying for 10 other ones, but Deerfield got back to 
him before the others. Coach Leroux’s intentions with 
the middle school football team are high as well; he 
wants to have a winning record and win the league. His 
relationship with his middle school team is great; he 
believes this because he talks to most of them in 

classes and they always ask him what's going on in practice. 
 

This past Friday we had our first game, and although we lost we put up a really good 
fight. After the game we talked about some of the things we learned and how we could use it to 
better ourselves and to be a better football team overall. Both coaches told us that there is still a 
lot of room to improve as players and that we should learn from our mistakes and keep moving 
forward as a team. As our team continues to get better, it would mean the world to us if you 
could attend as many games as you can. Come support us September 18 at our next home 
game against Ashland!  


